
The person described here has 17+ years of professional experience across multiple areas of 
information technology. Michael Gautier has held end-to-end job roles in IT. Many of his 
positions has encompassed developer, analyst, systems administrator, and tech support 
responsibilities at the same time. As a result, Michael Gautier has knowledge and experience that 
cuts across the full stack of IT. Despite this broad exposure, his strengths are in software 
development, design of systems, design of graphics, business analysis, and data 
management. 

Michael has shared knowledge and insights with others through online publication.

Quora

One of the Most Viewed Writers on Quora for a few weeks.
Notable articles – Why is C++ so Hard, Advice on becoming   a Full Stack Developer   in a Year.

WordPress and GitHub

Discuss a few private projects hosted on GitHub.
Notable projects – Cross-platform software development, command line web development.

LinkedIn

A profile on LinkedIn has a high-level summary of the information in this document.

Detailed experience follows: 
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KnowledgeLink LLC (6 months, 1999)

Full-time

Hardware, Networks, Tech Support, And Application Support 

Initiated the implementation of an intranet working with management to configure a 
small business router to make it accessible. Tried a solution based on Microsoft Digital 
Dashboards (precursor to Microsoft SharePoint).

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

Traveled with management to locations in West Tennessee to present web agency 
services. Enacted requested changes to websites assigned to me. Applied detailed SEO to 
Royal Home Fashions website lifting their ranking in search engines. The owner of Royal 
Home Fashions shared news of the positive business impact he saw following the 
improvements.

Technical Design 

A client wanted to create a dating website and I suggested Microsoft technology based on 
Microsoft   SQL Server and ASP. Created a general design involving tables for user profile 
information that would be mapped to views in ASP. Never completed the project.

Software Development Front-End, Web 

A small number of client websites were in ASP technology, VBScript language where I 
made very small adjustments to functionality. Provided a second set of eyes for the 
business owner in troubleshooting an e-commerce website written in PERL and hosted on 
AT&T Stronghold UNIX.
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Link2Gov (1 year, 2000) 

Full-time

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

Participated in conference calls with customers who explained requirements, requested 
changes, or issues in the field. Shared clarifying comments on feasible technical 
direction, mitigating conditions, and commitments in making changes or addressing 
issues. Conversed effectively with technical writers of RFP to achieve accurate 
representation of technology, process, and team capabilities. Partnered regularly with 
quality assurance testers to understand user perspective regarding the quality of front-end 
solutions.

Technical Design 

Personally engaged, with great intensity, the development of the front-end for the Texas 
DPS project. Created a personal goal to eliminate server post back and define nearly all 
front-end functionality in JavaScript. Achieved this by writing a JavaScript standard 
library in a highly modular structure that catered to every detail from front-end 
validations to the particulars of end-user messaging and careful adjustment of screen 
elements in the DOM (cross-browser situation was more adverse during this time). The 
Texas DPS project was one of the best solutions I had created for the Web. This was my 
last project at Link2Gov that followed dozens of front-end projects for multiple municipal 
governments involving various approaches in front-end software development.

Graphics Design 

A highly accomplished graphics designer was on staff and assisted in most projects. I 
initiated the graphics direction in most cases by defining the rough layouts creating font, 
color, and space suggestions directly in the HTML and working with the graphics 
designer to improve on the suggested design with better graphics. Graphical layout often 
followed the functional direction of the front-end.

Software Development Front-End, Web 

The Memphis Light, Gas, & Water project was one I lead the front-end development to 
provide a public facing utility payment system for the City of Memphis, TN. I defined the 
base graphics and page structures and coded the front-end in Microsoft ASP like all 
projects I did for Link2Gov. I created JavaScript validations and integrated payment 
processing code on the server. The payment processing code existed in two layers. The 
front-end layer, in ASP/VBScript, that I defined managed the sequence from preliminary 
credit card validation, residential account capture, and transmittal to a second layer 
represented by a COM component.

The COM component was written in C++ by a team in Atlanta headed by the most senior 
developer for the company who also provided me with some indirect mentoring in 
software development. I read and interpreted software interface specification documents 
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for the COM component and integration with CyberCash to bring the overall process 
together in the form of a complete web solution. The MLGW web application was later 
featured in CIO magazine as it was a success in the first year of launch.

Leadership, Mentoring, Coaching 

Elevated to sole technical lead on all front-end software development. Hands-on, 
supervising software developer guiding the work of a graphics designer and less than a 
handful of front-end developers of varying levels of experience. Gave general guidance in 
terms of technical project focus, debugging, and day-to-day commitment to schedule.
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Vanderbilt University Medical Center (1 month, 2001)

Temporary Assignment, Maxim Group

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork

Became a temporary contractor for a local staffing firm. My first act was a concentrated 
effort of customer service. A 6-month project was having issues and I was brought in to 
do the impossible. Somehow prevent a project from failing. I studied the existing solution 
and decided to start over from ground zero with only a few weeks left. Rather than leap 
into technology, decided to speak with the staff and understand what they were really 
looking to accomplish. I came up with a different design and addressed all details ever 
considered by the project sponsor. At the successful conclusion of the project, the 
customer wrote a letter of recommendation to the staffing firm with emphasis given to the 
pivotal decision I made to restructure the project. It was ultimately a success due to the 
active participation of all staff members in the testing and critique of the solution. 

Data Management

Decided to forfeit the use of Microsoft Access in the original solution in favor of 
Microsoft SQL Server. Designed tables to hold information. Wrote queries executed 
through ADO in ASP/VBScript. Reports in Seagate Crystal Reports.

Technical Design 

The most interesting technical design decision was to integrate Microsoft Active 
Directory into the solution through ADSI in ASP/VBScript. I read up very quickly on 
ADSI and successfully applied it to the solution. Previous to this, I relied on custom 
security tables. Instead, this approach provided security without relying on custom user 
tables. The network administrator now had the ability to control access to the application 
without the need to alter user accounts in a database table by applying the same tools 
governing network user accounts. 

Software Development Back-End, Front-End, Web 

The IT function known as the Network Computing Service had support techs assigned to 
tasks for the Medical Center. The manager for this department wanted a way to track 
service calls and allow techs to collaborate. Entries would be made into a database in 
which the manager could run reports to measure the performance of this team. I built a 
solution comprising a database in Microsoft   SQL Server and a front-end in Microsoft 
ASP that allowed techs to review and enter information regarding service calls. Later, I 
linked in reports defined in Crystal Reports using Crystal ActiveX controls. 
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Broadcast Music Inc. (4 years, 2001) 

Temporary Assignment, Maxim Group (then TEKsystems, then Full-time)

Hardware, Networks, Tech Support, And Application Support 

When I was hired on full-time in 2004, I became the IT liaison to the document imaging 
department. The document imaging system by DocFinity ran on Allaire ColdFusion under 
JRun on Microsoft IIS linked to an Oracle Database. The imaging system tracked 
millions of images that could be searched in real-time through the web interface and fed 
by organized scanning activity in the imaging department. Problems, upgrades, feature 
integration with internal systems (client/server and mainframe) was my responsibility to 
coordinate. Prior to this, I partnered with IT on recommended hardware and server 
configuration for an in-house web application and back-end data processing system that I 
designed and co-developed. I provided production support in both cases.

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

The document imaging department was anticipating the upgrade of the imaging system. 
The full suite of imaging system application software that ran on the server was to be 
upgraded to a new version. At the same time, a new version of Oracle   Database was to be 
installed on a new server and millions of images would be migrated en mass to a slightly 
updated database schema. 

Meanwhile, the application server operating system would be updated to a new version of 
Windows Server. A Windows Server version was skipped and so testing showed that API 
changes between Windows NT and Server 2003 presented challenges to some of the 
processes. I looked into the issue and formulated a solution involving Windows 
Compatibility Technology and revisions to the testing schedule to account for a number 
of contingencies that could arise. Due to deliberate attention to details and established 
levels of team participation, all members were able to rally the evening before cut-over to 
address all issues for a successful migration. 

Business Analysis 

Around the second part of 2005, I was assigned to a digital audio recognition project. I 
was tasked with formulating a plan for executing the development of a audio recognition 
solution. The company was acquiring audio recognition technology from another party 
and I was to produce recommendations for cost, personnel, and technology. I conducted 
research of various technology platforms and presented 3 possibilities with one of them 
as my primary recommendation. Subsequent to this, I used Microsoft Project to put 
together a feasible estimation of required staffing levels, costs (salaries, equipment, and 
software licenses), and time (requirements, design, development, testing, and 
deployment). I was under the direction of a strategic IT function in which I was mentored 
in various aspects of technology exploration and out-of-the-box thinking. 
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Data Management 

Progressively expanded my use of Oracle   D  atabase from queries to eventually evaluating 
the definition of table spaces and transaction space allocation and production analysis of 
issues involving Oracle client configuration. Used Quest Software Toad for Oracle to 
define and inspect tables and stored procedures. Adopted a standardized stored procedure 
definition template to contain new PL/SQL select, insert, update, and delete statements I 
combined in various ways for ultimate use by in-house applications. Worked within a 
structured change control process for the migration of changes to database tables, queries, 
and stored procedures. Learned a systematic discipline to the revision of information. 
Oversaw data from an application perspective involving thousands of records for 
RapidCue (in the beginning years) and millions of records for DocFinity (in later years). 

Technical Design 

A project called the Online Works Registration project allowed people outside of the 
company to register songs over the Web. I would build the third version of this solution 
from scratch (I had no knowledge of prior versions). The general outline of the solution 
was established by the project sponsor. Make a solution in which an end-user 
administrator (none-technical) could make choices that changed the way this web 
application worked. The suggestion was to use XML stored in Oracle   Database and 
process it through XSLT style sheets to make a user interface. I kept most of that intent 
but added on an software engine I wrote as a Visual Basic 6 COM component that was 
the main interpreter of the XML before sending simplified output to the web front-end 
layer. This interpretation engine was "smart" in terms of dynamically determining the 
complete navigation sequence, front-end validations, and visual layout experience for the 
end-user. It was an intensely challenging project that I successfully achieved. This earned 
for me the chance to recommend Microsoft .NET for the next project. 

A project called RapidCue would allow movie and TV companies to self-report the music 
they used in a production. Long story short, lots of data, a highly detailed XML grammar 
(I substantially influenced the design of the XML), large XML files uploaded through 
FTP for batch processing. I suggested Microsoft .NET, C#, and Windows Service because 
that seemed like the kind of upcoming enterprise technology that would could be a 
foundation for future solutions linked to a common core. Solutions like web, desktop, and 
mobile interfaces centered around the data definition. I partnered with a sharp database 
designer who had solid skills in DB2 on the mainframe to create a good data foundation 
in Oracle   Database. 

I wrote technical specification documents that allowed this person to create the requisite 
PL/SQL to accept data input and present required data to the application. I used Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) paired with Microsoft Visio to explore design concepts for 
the Windows Service to create internal application boundaries and a work flow sequence 
for the processing of the XML schema. When the batch service was completed and 
deployed, I then received 3 additional developers to speed up the development of an 
ASP.NET version that presented many of the data concepts as interactive forms. I also 
created data delivery services both through Windows Service and ASP.NET XML Web 
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Service that provided feeds for reports in Crystal Reports that I also authored for an 
internal business unit. 

Graphics Design 

I designed the RapidCue logo, did a preliminary version of the RapidCue web version in 
Macromedia Flash, and used Macromedia Fireworks for all graphics for the Flash and 
ASP.NET versions. Created a visual design that was 100% clad in graphics (no simple 
flat, solid colored boxes) that was approved by a committee comprised of representatives 
of movie and TV networks from across the entertainment industry. Showcased concepts 
in animation merged with applications software before gaining consensus on a general 
design that aligned well with ASP.NET and Infragistics visual widgets. Progressively 
improved the visual user experience in the RapidCue web application. 

Software Development Back-End, Front-End, Web, And Desktop 

Committed nearly 10,000 hours to the writing of C# code, defining reusable DLLs, 
establishing application development practices and standards for Microsoft .NET, and 
writing various Windows Services, applying ASP.NET (XML Web Services and 
WebForms), Windows Forms (developer automation utilities) and generally using various 
areas of Microsoft .NET (cryptography, communications (binary data transport), mail, 
file) as motivation led. Aside from writing a customer facing solutions, spent considerable 
time with fellow developers in other departments putting Microsoft .NET to use in 
automating Microsoft Visual SourceSafe and creating useful reusable code for multiple 
projects. 

Leadership, Mentoring, Coaching 

As the first Microsoft .NET developer at this company, I led most of what I mentioned 
above. Actively functioned as a thought leader in new concepts and contributed to an 
environment of exploration and pushing the envelope of what was possible with a new 
enterprise level technology. Supported other software developers on their projects and 
guided them in matters of form, technique, and perspective. I learned fast, grew and 
greatly expanded insight and shared what I learned about as soon as I learned it. 
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Clarcor (3 years, 2005) 

Full-time

Hardware, Networks, Tech Support, And Application Support 

A vacancy in corporate IT support roles provided an opportunity for those who remained 
to work laterally in those areas. I provided limited support for some desktop applications 
such as Microsoft Office, Outlook as well as Microsoft Navision and Sage TotalHR. I 
assumed complete responsibility for Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft IIS, and many 
aspects of Windows Server hosting those web applications I governed in my primary role. 

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

I developed an e-commerce style solution for the Clarcor Air Filtration business unit in 
Louisville, KY. The first customer CLCAir would have on this platform was involved in 
the alignment of the web application to their needs. I was on sales calls with this 
customer to provide them the best, first level interaction to present the rational underlying 
the solution and respond immediately to their suggestions and concerns. The result of my 
sustained and consistent participation and clear communications in this sales effort as an 
indirect member of the sales team led to my ability to personally design and enhance a 
solution that facilitated nearly $1MM in sales in the first 7 months of the solution's 
release. Kept in close and fairly frequent communications with the CLCAir IT dept., to 
ensure the data export files to Syteline ERP over FTP was created properly and available.

A co-worker was supporting a database solution in Microsoft FoxPro. A solution they had 
inherited. I was asked how to implement a new modification to a complex database query. 
As I had never used or interacted with Microsoft FoxPro before, my assistance was 
limited. Later, that project was falling behind and I was asked to become more directly 
involved a few short weeks before the update to the Microsoft FoxPro database was due. 
Through careful analysis and focus, I combined my technology experience with this team 
member's business knowledge to define the correct data processing sequence within 
Microsoft FoxPro. The solution was delivered on time and met the goals sought.

Business Analysis 

My primary role was to lead the company in the beneficial use of customer facing web 
application technology at corporate and 10+ subsidiaries. Corporate and business unit 
web presence; e-commerce; and product catalog. I worked in a few projects before 
recognizing a common pattern in many of the business units in terms of desired project 
outcomes. I devised a strategy to establish a common data platform that allowed more 
information across business units to be captured and reused across systems. This insight, 
that I acted upon relatively early, allowed me to create a high quantity of primarily web-
based software solutions that addressed objectives for HR, operations, finance, marketing, 
and sales. 
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Data Management 

HR department decided it was a good idea to have an in-house open enrollment system 
instead of contracting a third-party. I met with the HRIS manager, his colleagues and 
subordinates in HR to gather requisite information about employee benefits. With 5,000 
employees across multiple states with different providers of the same benefits operating 
under different guidelines depending on employee status, the permutations of itemized 
benefits was very high. 

I had about 3 to 4 months to deliver a system from scratch that achieved all of this in a 
web-based format in which I chose ASP.NET. I devised a database structure that 
materialized a layered rules hierarchy expressed on user profiles. The linchpin of a 
successful system was the appearance of dynamic evaluation that, in reality, was based on 
extensive proactive calculation within the Microsoft SQL Server database and caching 
data in the application tier by way of Windows Service and .NET Remoting where and 
when possible. 

Technical Design 

Managers at the Baldwin Filters business unit wanted to establish a good web-based parts 
catalog. About 90% of the solutions I designed up to that point was done in ASP.NET, but 
I decided take a page from my time at Link2Gov and write a web user interface driven by 
JavaScript and AJAX (an internal Link2Gov project called TeleNetworks reporting). I 
was interested in a more responsive user interface that had minimal server postbacks. I 
took a data file that included information about part numbers, machines, and other details 
and mapped the data into an Microsoft   SQL Server database. Next, I defined a set of 
ASP.NET HttpHandlers that would not produce a user interface but just deliver raw data 
to the web browser. Finally, I created a custom JavaScript library that was essentially 
client-side logic for loading list boxes using the XmlHttpRequest object. The user 
interface itself was defined as static html files in which the source values for JavaScript 
files were dynamically emitted JavaScript. At a technical level, the finished solution 
worked as expected.

Provided solid technical implementation in support of a well-organized marketing 
department at United Air Specialists to rebuild their website. I decided to introduce 
ASP.NET and take content reuse to an extreme level with MasterPages and UserControls 
to support the definition of 300+ individual web pages. This required detailed 
communication with the marketing team, regular testing by multiple teams, confirmation 
of graphics integration (lots of curved corners and unconventional layout that challenged 
the typical grid arrangement). Dynamic server-side code had to be defined to support 
families of pages that were similar but not exactly the same in terms of layout and 
content. I automated much of this (wrote code to write code) to produce the requisite 
number of pages with affiliated layouts to a detailed plan in about a month's time.

Graphics Design 

One of the e-commerce projects I worked on involved the use of Adobe technology. By 
this time, I had established a solid data platform and a business tier that could emit JSON 
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encoded data according to the REST approach. I decided to use Adobe Flash and 
Illustrator for an e-commerce user interface. I defined finely crafted graphics, user 
interface elements, color schemes, and detailed spacing and typography in Adobe 
Illustrator. Adobe Flash had the feature were those individually defined elements could be 
imported into Adobe Flash where I could match them to a layout structure that included 
thematic animations (business and functionally suitable) that represented my highest 
achievement in a sophisticated web application. This included ultra fine visual gradients, 
exacting layouts (no visual compromises period), asynchronous user interface dispatch to 
server API, Microsoft WCF automation of JSON encoded, statically typed data objects 
backed by a highly tuned relational data store in Microsoft   SQL Server. 

Software Development Back-End, Front-End, Web, And Desktop 

A few of the solutions I built in-house used either ASP.NET or Windows Forms for 
present information and capture data. All were supported by Microsoft   SQL Server. I 
used Microsoft .NET Remoting only for the open enrollment solution in 2005 while I 
used either Microsoft WCF or ASP.NET HttpHandlers for other desktop solutions beyond 
that point. I personally built 10+ software solutions (broken out into nearly 80 
independent software components), full-stack over a 3-year period. 

Leadership, Mentoring, Coaching 

Purposely trained a software engineer to self-manage projects based on a full-stack 
software development methodology I had cultivated. I had (or have) no name for the 
approach, but I shared ideas and counsel that was effective in transforming an individual 
into a kind of hands-on project manager capable of taking a project from beginning to end 
using Microsoft technology. My goal was to expand the capacity of the corporate e-
business function from a single individual (myself) to two individuals operating the same 
way. 
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AT&T Mobility (6 months, 2008) 

Temporary Assignment, TEKsystems

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

As a senior analyst, was part of an internationally diverse team in Georgia with several 
personnel locally present and others in Texas. I was generally tasked with assisting people 
with a given aspect of applications development involving Microsoft WPF technology. I 
evaluated software, spoke with colleagues regarding form, technique, and best practice to 
improve results. Provided detailed automatically derived performance analysis data 
accompanied by a summary in which I interpreted the results in a way that helped others 
improve the code they wrote. 

Business Analysis 

Received a single page, business analysis document that described high-level 
requirements for a security solution. The goal was to encode corporate security guidelines 
as a web service that can be linked into software applications regardless of front-end 
technology. I followed up with in-depth research using the Intranet in which I combed 
through various documents to fill in multiple details regarding security guidelines in the 
company. I consolidated the salient aspects in a series of documents and defined the 
general technical concepts of the solution. 

Data Management 

Mapped security guidelines into a relational structure in Microsoft   SQL Server. Defined a 
rules hierarchy that when queried with specific parameters, produced authorization 
guidance data. The utility of the structure is it was user agnostic and so could be applied 
generically. The structure was streamlined to a level to operate with considerable 
efficiency. 

Technical Design 

Used Microsoft ASP.NET XML Web Services technology to define a general security API 
based on corporate guidelines that linked inputs to the Microsoft   SQL Server database I 
defined for the same purpose. I used WS-I Basic Profile so the service could be accessed 
from ColdFusion and Adobe Flash clients as well as Microsoft .NET. 

Graphics Design 

Made a replica of retail kiosk application. The reference application was defined in 
Adobe Flash and the replica in Microsoft WPF. The goal was to allow managers to 
evaluate the relative strength of the latter technology as a potential substitute for the 
former. Integrated graphics assets available for the Adobe Flash solution such as videos 
and static image files. Defined animation and graphical refinements in WPF that closely 
matched the original solution.
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Lender Processing Services (1 month, 2009) 

Temporary Assignment, Alluvion Staffing

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

A new HTML interface was desired that was more driven by CSS than embedded style 
attributes. I began by closely studying the existing HTML output, measuring it, and 
understanding the way it rendered in a web browser. Next, I crafted a much cleaner 
revision with far less markup with the new markup linked to CSS class selectors. With a 
clean markup structure in place, pursued a series of updates to a central CSS file that got 
closer to the original layout before moving in a new direction based on the progress of the 
overall project to integrate it in an existing ASP.NET application. Created morning stand-
up presentations for disclosure to the team organized according to the Agile methodology. 
Kept the team informed as to progress in written and verbal formats as well as released 
versions of the HTML/CSS on a network share. 

Graphics Design 

Joined a team in which my responsibility was the update of HTML layout and visual 
design. I approached the technical dimension by simplifying the HTML markup. My 
design purview was to ensure the consistent use of space between elements to increase 
the amount of information available without scrolling. 



HealthSpring (3 months, 2009) 

Full-time

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

Claims managers needed reports and data. In the role of a data warehouse analyst, I 
adapted those requests into technical language and directed them to SQL data specialists 
to implement. I tracked projects and kept managers and specialists informed. Wrote ad 
hoc sql as needed to meet more immediate requirements. Participated in meetings with 
managers that covered the status of projects and clarified details. Collaborated with team 
members on specific facets of the business and project execution towards concluding 
tasks and projects. 



Sedgwick (1 month, 2010) 

Temporary Assignment, Oxford Consulting Group

Data Analysis 

The project was to enhance a claims reporting solution with new features and 
information. I was assigned responsibility for creating Oracle PL/SQL select, insert, 
update, and delete statements and present them through an interface to allow a developer 
integrate the data process into the data tier of this ASP.NET Web Forms solution. As part 
of a 3-person team in Ohio, I received documentation for a database in Memphis. The 
goal was to create a new Oracle PL/SQL package that consolidated new stored 
procedures I was to write that mapped the database into queries and modification 
structures that met the requirements of the project. I analyzed each table documented, 
verified the information by running queries and collected details about gaps between the 
expected and available data. Reported the findings to the team and jointly planned for any 
allowances that needed to be made in terms of what would need to be encoded in the 
software versus what would be provided by the database. 

Data Management 

By this point, it had been several years since I had used technology involving Oracle 
D  atabase. I purchased a single book on the topic of Oracle PL/SQL and reviewed the 
information and quickly resumed an understanding of the technical details. Next, I took 
my analysis and, using Quest Software Toad for Oracle, proceeded to create an Oracle 
PL/SQL package, stored procedures, and the requisite queries and modification 
statements. Most of the effort involved testing the solution I had put in place and cross-
checking the various stored procedures to ensure it met requirements. This database 
component that I finished was a major step towards the team successfully concluding the 
project. 
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Technicolor (1 month, 2010) 

Full-time

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

Member of a business analyst (BA) team gathered to define projects for implementation 
by IT and represent management and the business community in the completion of those 
projects. The BA leadership defined a structured training process of about 4 to 6 weeks in 
which I shadowed different operations departments in the distribution warehouse. The 
goal was to have a first person view of the process of stocking, picking, tracking, 
transferring, and shipping product. Hands-on participation was expected and while 
completing the duties in an assigned station, made several observations that constituted 
small nudges towards improving those processes. I became fully engaged with an 
assigned team and described several areas for improvement that each team understood 
and considered to implementation. 



Payment Express Systems (2 years, 2010) 

Full-time

Hardware, Networks, Tech Support, And Application Support 

After the first 3 months writing SQL reports and making small adjustments to an internal 
web application, became the sole IT support for two geographically separated offices 
(Memphis and Nashville) and 10+ remote sales reps before getting a part-time intern a 
year later. I did not make failure an option so I used my wider experience and exposure to 
various parts of IT to embrace and successfully operate two office networks, daily remote 
VPN connections, and office automation support. I had access to a third-party vendor, 
Computers and Networks of Memphis, who visited about one week per quarter and 
assisted with acute, more advanced issues in the network and Microsoft Active Directory. 
Their involvement and my persistence resulted in a solid network infrastructure that 
remained a key component in allowing two offices, multiple sales reps, and customers to 
work together and achieve goals. 

Built on a personal, basic knowledge of computer network concepts and additional 
literature to successfully managed two SonicWALL routing/firewall appliances (one in 
each office) that mediated all traffic into and out of the offices across separate T1 and 
WAN modems (one in each office). I restructured the internal network and systems 
definition and coordinated those changes with the central routers to include synchronizing 
NAT entries to ip addresses and pairing named NAT entries with updated NETBIOS 
names. Monitored network traffic to identify performance bottlenecks, security issues, 
VPN connection quality, and confirm data transmissions between offices. Setup VPN 
connections and resolved connectivity problems that surfaced for persons connecting into 
Hyper-V guests. 

Introduced the use of Microsoft Group Policy to establish a baseline configuration for 
servers and desktops. Restructured Microsoft Active Directory (AD) Organizational Units 
(OU) to improve definition of machine, service, and user account parameters. Defined 
AD OU groups to streamline the assignment of access credentials to network resources 
previously managed by local machine accounts. Refined parameters in both office ADs to 
improve synchronization and reduce differences in configuration. Managed, tuned, and 
updated services for printing, SMTP, DNS, Microsoft IIS, and Hyper-V. 

Suggested an approved process of desktop hardware replacement. The goal was to 
standardize hardware so that more of the desktops in the offices were the same model. 
The primary need was to eliminate downtime for an in-house desktop software system 
that I was scheduled to build. A consistent hardware model would allow me to certify a 
built solution on a reference hardware architecture with added benefit of making all other 
third-party software from Microsoft, Adobe, and Sage run consistently well for all 
employees. DELL was already the provider of server hardware to the company and I 
partnered with them on an Optiplex model family that deviated very little over the months 
the machines were rolled out to the offices. 
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Replaced DLINK switches with CISCO switches in both offices and raised internal data 
communications throughput in migrating all links from 100/mbs to 1000/mbs. The results 
were more pronounced in database applications involving Microsoft   SQL Server in which 
more work could be done and data could be cycled through by front line analysts (which 
was generally everyone in some capacity) with greater frequency to produce finished 
reports sooner and meet deadlines. Eliminated two Hyper-V servers merging them into a 
newer, higher capacity machine to support existing sales reps and an expected increase in 
sales force. Changed out a few servers with higher capacity machines in which I 
introduced NIC teaming to provide greater Ethernet resiliency and throughput. Introduced 
automated, bare metal imaging for recovery, and refined data backup processes. 

Performed administration of Microsoft Exchange including recovery of e-mail, e-mail 
tracing, and making adjustments to Outlook Web Access for mobile phone users. Cleaned 
up Microsoft   Active Directory configuration in relation to Microsoft Exchange and 
worked towards adapting Outlook desktop clients to Cached Exchange Mode to sustain 
worker productivity and access to previously received mail in the event of line disruption. 
Actively managed Microsoft SQL Server including the use of monitoring and 
performance profiling tools, physical implementation, rigorous maintenance, backup and 
recovery. Eventually remapped all new hardware to a clearer ip address assignment 
scheme that I implemented in DNS in a manner that reduced endpoint spoofing. 
Upgraded spam filtering and gradually expanded the use of content filtering policy to 
limit use of social networks and some forms of bandwidth adverse forms of content. 

Managed a fully secured server room including servicing of HVAC, power, battery 
backups, phone system, patch cabling, server and switch racks, spare parts, and multiple 
types of network and computer equipment. Eventually opened up another room dedicated 
to setup of multiple desktops of boxed machines in queue for setup. Persons in the 
Nashville office who normally did credit card terminals tech support with outside 
customers were participants in that site's IT support. I guided their efforts by e-mail, 
phone, and sometimes remote interactive session. On more serious matters or in the rare 
case when a configuration needed my personal attention, they sent equipment to me by 
courier. I partnered with them on upgrades to that location's hardware in which I shared 
detailed layout maps, visually illustrated, that related the expected outcome. I was 
periodically sent pictures of that site's computing equipment arrangement that I used to 
make suitable judgments as to the status or needs for a particular situation. 

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

Despite my in-depth involvement in and responsibility for IT operations, that was 
incidental to my primary responsibility which was to sustain financial report output. My 
direct customer was the CEO, Sales, and Finance executives and senior managers whose 
focus was to make sure residual income reports were issued to over 100 banking 
institutions by the end of each month. I often responded to change requests, requests for 
data output, or extensive report runs within a single day. I did added to a growing list of 
ad hoc reports that I studied postmortem and analyzed the details of dozens of such 
reports and dozens more Microsoft   SQL Server stored procedures. After about a year, I 
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formulated a model of this recurring report activity and was able to shrink it down to a 
handful of reports and stored procedures that covered primary objectives and all edge 
cases up to that point. Through careful communication and presentation, I was able to 
proactively transition the team into use of self-service reports through Microsoft SQL 
Server Reporting Services (SSRS) that greatly reduced ad hoc reporting and opened up 
opportunity to improve financial systems functionality. 

Business Analysis 

A major issue in the financial system was gaps between results from Microsoft   SQL 
Server and results separately derived through Microsoft Excel. I came up with an 
approach to address this in a systematic and detailed way. The first step was to 
laboriously document each and every calculation defined in SQL queries and stored 
procedures. Next, I rewrote every calculation into a new format that completely preserved 
the results. I removed the calculations from stored procedures as they were sprawled 
across multiple stored procedures leaving the door open for error. I consolidated all the 
calculations into Microsoft   SQL Server Views. The views allow me to use an object-
oriented design regarding data in which I was able to make an inheritance hierarchy for 
the views. That allowed me to layer calculations like a series of algebraic functions. Once 
that was established, each algebraic unit could be singularly referenced throughout the 
entire database, tested, and verified accurate. This made all calculation activity 100% 
consistent across all reports, all data processes, and all uses in any data entry form 
connected to the system. 

The next thing I did was write an extensive SQL query that output the exact arithmetic 
notation for each view. I wanted to reflect operator precedence rules in effect for each 
query. Operator precedence impacts order of operations and thus, the results. The next 
thing I did was define this query to show two lines. The first line would be the formula, 
the second line would be the formula with the actual input values slotted in followed by 
the results. 

Finally, I made an ASP.NET page that sourced this overall query from a stored procedure 
and presented it in human friendly format on a web page. The page was not immediately 
shown, rather, when a customer's contract rate was pulled up in the financial system, I 
had a button in place where the person doing the analysis of that customer's values could 
click the button that launched a page and showed a triple stack of results. The first section 
showed the regular report output (the overall calculation), the second section showed the 
formula breakdown, and the third section showed the formula breakdown with the input 
values and calculated results shown. The value of this approach is the formula output in 
the third section could be copied and paste into Microsoft Excel showing the exact result. 
The analyst or executive then had a real-time solution for communicating formula 
changes to me and be assured the results would be as designated. 

Data Management 

I managed multiple, operational Microsoft   SQL Server databases but two in particular. A 
residuals and customer support database. The residuals database predated my time and I 
eventually redesigned it from scratch to have a much better structure, performance, and 
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thoroughly consistent structure. I made about 3 attempts to redesign that database over a 
year's time. Three time's a charm in this case as I learned many lessons from the prior 
attempts and understood a broader range of practical trade-offs when migrating a large 
volume of data (multiple millions of rows over 5+ years) and maintaining output fidelity. 

The customer support database was a new entity to replace a third-party solution that 
could not be easily revised to company leaders' vision. A fully in-house database could be 
designed to align to the vision of the leaders while embracing the data structures from an 
outside payment processing provider while accommodating the internal processes of 
customer support and credit card terminal support teams. While I approached the 
residuals database from a bottom-up design direction, I used a top-down methodology for 
the customer support database. That involved understanding the types of user interfaces, 
data inputs, and general ETL processes that the database would support. As a result, I 
designed many of those processes first in the form of general prototypes and used the 
feedback from the user community to define a relevant database design that would 
encompass the full gamut of processing expected. The goal was to reach a point where I 
could expand and enhance the database without having to revisit fundamental design 
decisions. The effort paid off. 

Technical Design 

The goal was to keep new software code to a minimum so as to maximize use of existing 
technology. Achieving this would sustain my ability to multi-task across multiple systems 
management obligations without having to spend too much time on any one thing. That 
way, I could keep advancing multiple aspects of the overall systems architecture (servers, 
databases, software, operations, support) because each area was important. Customer 
support, tech support, financial analysis, sales, and office clerical administration were 
each important and as a single individual, I needed to keep them all well supported. 
Therefore, my technical design was to use Windows Task Scheduler instead of Windows 
Services as that gave me greater agility in configuring automated, back-end services to 
move and transform data files. I leveraged FTP instead of web services. SSIS and SQL 
instead of C# software code for ETL. Essentially using existing, built-in aspects of 
Windows Server and Windows Server Technology instead of hand coding solutions 
where possible. 

Graphics Design 

The minimalist approach expanded to user interfaces in which I leveraged CSS class 
selectors in div elements in two ASP.NET front-ends to produce a clean, uncluttered 
presentation. This was an approach I applied to both the revised company website that I 
defined by committee and the new residuals front-end that I independently originated. 
The result was lean HTML output that was exceedingly consistent and fast to render. 

Software Development Front-End, Desktop 

The customer support solution's front-end I did in Microsoft WPF. It was a very detailed 
front-end, both from the business side and the technical. I used my Art Institute of 
Pittsburgh education that I also used at Clarcor to create wire frame model of the user 



interface before quickly drafting a prototype in Microsoft Windows Forms. The deployed 
prototype was directly inspected by the user community. I took the feedback, made few 
revisions to the prototype until gaining consensus on the direction of the solution. 

 
Next, I started over with Microsoft WPF using the WinForms prototype as a reference. I 
chose WPF because I knew I could use to make a more sleek and sophisticated user 
interface that better handled multi-threading, a few hundred widgets (the users requested 
a kind of all-in-one interface) displayed at the same time, and an adaptive fluid design 
that could make better use of a larger monitors but handle lower display resolutions fairly 
well. The solution provided separate teams of customer service and credit card terminal 
support personnel with the ability to see entire customer history, transaction volume by 
month and year, update customer information and see information synchronized with data 
from an outside payment processing provider to minimize the need to have multiple 
programs open. After all the design, coding, shaping, refining, back-end performance 
profiling, launch and deployment, the end-users were greatly pleased with the result. It 
did not crash a single day during the nearly 1-year period I managed it from launch. They 
loved it far more than the third-party solution they had been using. 

A larger challenge arrived a few months later when I was asked to add an interactive 
calendar to the user interface. Long story short, I made a side loaded, appointment 
notification widget that pulled in appointment notifications for a specific end-user (I tied 
it to the Microsoft   Active Directory account of the user) that when they clicked the 
notification opened a full calendaring page where they could see the details of the 
appointment, add or modify appointments in an interactive format that correctly 
calculated time, days, and presented them in a month view widget that I defined. It was a 
self-contained time system within the system. The rest of the C# code, the integration 
with SSRS to pull in reports, the clever approach I took to produce docx Word files by 
understanding zip file formats were good things as well. 

Leadership, Mentoring, Coaching 

A paid internship program was established in which I formally supervised and guided an 
individual in understanding and completing projects and tasks related to IT. Like at 
Clarcor, my approach was to make the individual as independent as possible. I achieved 
that through a persistent process of instruction in matters involving computer hardware, 
Windows desktop configuration, and tech support methodology. I had one attrition and 
the second intern successfully assumed a full-time position with focus on tech support 
and limited systems administration. 
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Jabil Circuit (4 months, 2012) 

Full-time, Robert Half Technology (consultant)

Hardware, Networks, Tech Support, And Application Support 

I shared an office with the facility IT manager and became the recipient of tech service 
calls in his absence by association. As a matter of professional principle, I answered the 
in person requests and looked into matters of network connectivity or hardware issue. 
What I could not solve by way of resource access I noted for the manager to follow up on 
later. I kept the manager informed of all such matters to ensure continuity of service. 

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

My customer was the IT manager and his direct reports and help a relatively new team be 
more successful in the use of Microsoft .NET technology. I was assigned small projects 
that I was able to use to demonstrate full-stack software development. I listened closely to 
expected project requirements, made prototypes and completed assignments in which I 
shared various aspects of data architecture and software structure with team members. I 
wrote user guides and participated in meetings to discuss challenges and possibilities. 

Data Management 

I was eventually given access to my own Virtual Machine with a running instance of 
Microsoft   SQL Server and Microsoft IIS in Windows Server. I used the VM environment 
to have a snapshot of production databases I was working with and to model my own 
databases for the smaller projects I was designing. A larger database involved the 
Certificate of Authenticity (COA Microsoft Product Key stickers) project I was assigned 
in which the project lead requested I design a new set of tables to support modifications 
for the project. He had inherited a system in which he wanted to minimize disruption and 
so compartmentalizing more extensive changes was an option chosen to see how far 
things could be advanced. I analyzed the existing database and formulated a general 
model of data interactions, the meaning of data entities, and shaped that into a simplified 
design that would support modifications to specific screens of a WinForms application 
related to COA label management. I ran the new design through a series of tests, added 
stored procedures and tracked the solution over a few months. 

Software Development Front-End, Web, Desktop 

Completed 4 small projects involving C#, ASP.NET, and Microsoft   SQL Server. Three 
projects all dealt with some concept of inventory. A small inventory web application for 
the IT manager to personally track issued equipment. The original version was in Classic 
ASP on top of Microsoft Access that the manager wanted in ASP.NET on top of 
Microsoft   SQL Server. I declined the opportunity to look at the existing code and 
database and looked only at the output. I found it straight forward enough to make a 
replica that worked better. Took less than a week. 

Made a small inventory screen running on a hand-held scanner to help a team manage the 
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packaging of CISCO routers. I met with the project stakeholders, sketched out a visual 
design on 8 1/2 x 11 notebook paper and rolled out a digital version as a compact 
ASP.NET application after receiving an Microsoft Excel spreadsheet containing part 
numbers and other data.

Throughout this time, I updated and tuned a set of 3 screens in a medium-small 
WinForms program to track an inventory of COA stickers and eventually made tweaks to 
1 or 2 report screens in the program. Finally, built an HR training matrix web application 
based off an Excel spreadsheet in which I wrote C# code that took a database model I 
devised and transformed it into HTML representation of a cross-tab matrix for display. 

Leadership, Mentoring, Coaching 

Team members often solicited my advice on matters related to the execution of projects 
they were working on. This included situations requiring the integration of older 
technologies with Microsoft .NET technology (Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects, VBA 
coding) such as processing Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. Some of the Excel spreadsheets 
had programming added in that consisted of API and techniques that I had last used at 
Link2Gov and Broadcast Music. Team members had issues both with the concepts behind 
the API and solving deployment issues between Windows 7 and Windows XP. I helped 
them over the course of a few days each week (as new issues surfaced) through a problem 
solving approach that resolved the issue. I resisted the urge to do the solution upfront 
opting instead to do a knowledge transfer that would make individuals more self 
sufficient in such cases. I was also involved in matters related to troubleshooting the use 
of Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ) and Microsoft SQL Server and C# 
coding technique in terms of reliability, performance, and accurate output. I patiently and 
systematically engaged in a process of informal instruction in perspectives and 
revelations regarding the technologies as well as general project execution and dialog 
with project stakeholders. 
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Caterpillar Financial (1 month, 2013) 

Full-time, Robert Half Technology (consultant)

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

During the same period of time I was at BlueScope Steel, I was attending to an issue 
involving a Microsoft Access Database at Caterpillar in which the customer needed some 
changes. The nature of this database was that it did not change that often negating the 
need for regular technical support. When work is needed, it is important for the person 
doing the work to quickly ramp up on the background information regarding the database 
and have the requisite technical knowledge and experience to execute the changes in a 
timely fashion within the budgeted time. I was identified as such an individual and came 
in, listened closely and carefully, observed and retained multiple details, and exercised 
clear communications in terms of reiterating what was needed, describing what was done, 
and clarifying any gaps between what was produced and what was expected. This was all 
done for about 3 - 6 hours a day, about 2 days a week spread over a month. Although I did 
not use Microsoft Access often, I successfully made the changes to multiple reports using 
a knowledge of ANSI SQL and reading up on VBA functions used in the solution to make 
sure they are used in the most appropriate way. The result of the efforts was a success. 



BlueScope Steel (1 month, 2013) 

Full-time, Robert Half Technology (consultant)

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

The customer was the IT manager of a branch office of an international company that 
manufactured steel buildings. He wanted a way to compare XML files in a C# solution. 
As someone with a background in XML and C# (see Broadcast Music Inc), I was 
identified as someone who may be able to make this happen. I listened to the challenges 
he faced in previous attempts to do this and suggested the removal of C# as a requirement 
and use SQL instead as the means of comparison. The suggestion was initially rebuffed 
and as I explained the reasoning, he quickly saw the same potential I did in the proposed 
solution. After that point, we worked together on the detailed schematics for the XML 
files and a plan for testing out the solution once I had it available at a certain stage of 
functionality. Each week, we reviewed the progress of the solution in which he saw the 
result come together. 

Data Management 

The core idea I proposed was to use Microsoft   SQL Server instead of C# to compare 
XML files. The reason is that as a data focused process, Microsoft   SQL Server was more 
likely to have the algorithms encoded in its design to conduct comparisons and process 
the data from a large file more efficiently than less mature software code. The catch was a 
central Microsoft   SQL Server database was not available so that left Microsoft   SQL 
Server Compact Edition. SQLCE was not as comprehensive as full Microsoft   SQL Server 
at the time but the fundamental properties existed to achieve the same outcome. 

After reviewing example data files, I determined that despite the diverse hierarchical 
levels that the entire structure could be reduced to a single row design. I flattened all the 
XML when read into a table and wrote a simple, straight forward query that produced a 
comparison output. Through data analysis, I took something that appeared complex and 
simplified it. 

Software Development Front-End, Desktop 

Since the solution had to be compatible with Microsoft Windows XP, I chose Microsoft 
Windows Forms as the desktop technology of choice. I was able to visualize the output 
from the database process as a tree structure in which the data from two files were 
merged into one. The program was very small, very simple due to understanding the 
fundamental properties of the data. A single screen, a button to load file 1, file 2, and a 
compare button. I wrote some C# code that used iteration rather than recursion to map the 
SQL output (comparison results) to the nodes of the tree I derived from the union of 
structure of the XML files. A few seconds later, a pair of large XML files were compared 
and shown in a visual tree. 
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FedEx (1 month, 2013) 

Robert Half Technology (sub-contracted out to Mellon Consulting Group)

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

I was part of a general project to report on shipments. I had a team member from the 
same staffing company who had a development computer and I shared advice on various 
aspects of the tasks he was assigned. I participated in meetings in which I shared input on 
project management execution to improve the odds of a successful outcome. 



Jackson Die Casting (1 month, 2013) 

Temporary Assignment, Express Employment Professionals

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

A company in the preliminary stages of an acquisition was seeking small adjustments to a 
Microsoft Access Database to help in tracking manufacturing activity. I evaluated the 
existing database, proposed a project time line, and prepared for a project that might 
include more substantial changes than initially considered. 



Kelloggs Pringles (5 months, 2013) 

Temporary Assignment, Zycron

Hardware, Tech Support, And Application Support 

Primarily assigned in an application support role. Later expanded on that to include 
assisting others with desktop tech support, hardware upgrades, and third-party application 
troubleshooting. Made and demonstrated advanced recommendations in the area of 
systems imaging and hardware upgrades using various tools and approaches. Imaged a 
few machines including a Lenovo Workstation for an engineer and upgraded it to a 
Samsung EVO Pro SSD ironing out some of the initial wrinkles. Provided guidance in the 
use of Microsoft Bare Metal Imaging technology in Windows 7. Opened up Lenovo 
laptops some plant personnel brought into the IT office on days techs were out and made 
trivial repairs as necessary to minimize the customer's foot travel but accepting the 
machine and fully documenting the issue for techs otherwise. Called over to the techs' 
area on occasion to advise on system recovery or application troubleshooting strategy or 
technique in matters that were a little outside the usual situation. Periodically joined a 
tech on plant work cell visits to observe hands-on tech support effort and advise as 
needed. 

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

Part of an IT unit that received call-ins by phone or e-mail regarding downtime issues 
involving GE Proficy software or change requests to the same. The approach was to 
actively listen on the voice call or carefully consider the e-mail correspondence and keep 
the customer informed of the progress of efforts to resolve an issue or change request. 
Using a web-based collaboration platform by the name of JIRA, I kept meticulous notes 
regarding analysis done, steps enacted, documentation written, and communication with 
persons. I also examined log files on servers, interactive data read outs in RSLinx, GE 
Historian, and Proficy software. I noted the obvious observations as well as implications 
and devised solutions that I either executed or suggested to those with appropriate access. 
I then communicated a high-level summary of the preceding with customers and team 
members to keep everyone on the same page in the event new developments emerged. As 
time permitted, I involved myself in the work of others to help them meet their 
objectives. 

Business Analysis 

Many change requests involved updating interactive displays in GE Proficy that plant 
personnel used to track quality and production rate. Different facets of information were 
pertinent to specific audiences within the facility. Some information needed to be retired 
while some other information needed to be more widely dispersed across multiple 
interactive displays. Regardless of the type and deployment of information, the goal was 
the same, to incorporate the data points into the Microsoft   SQL Server database and 
configure the Proficy Displays to show the data points organized by a time unit. 
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Often, we would use Microsoft Excel as its tabular row/column format matched the visual 
nature of Proficy Displays. The user community had evolved over many years to 
understand a communication style involving Microsoft Excel and terminology shared 
between engineering staff and IT that resulted in clear communications. I took the Excel 
documents and/or other materials and formulated display changes. I then configured, 
created, or retired displays and associated elements in a visual program provided by GE 
that produced field meta-data in Microsoft   SQL Server that the GE Proficy Display Client 
used to generate interactive fields in a desktop program. 

Data Management 

Some data points needed to be collected from programmable logic controllers (PLC) 
attached to manufacturing lines. Associated sensors then transmitted this information over 
a network in which individual data points representing some aspect of material or activity 
(weight, distance, time, etc) made the journey to Windows Services called collectors that 
dispatched the data to a mediating system before being deposited into a Microsoft   SQL 
Server database. Visual tools for GE Proficy are sufficient for binding this information 
interactively but sometimes I and others in IT had to interrogate, tune, and introduce 
database objects such as stored procedures, tables, and views to augment the overall data 
configuration. I spent a significant amount of time creating stored procedures, tables, and 
views that fed reports with data based on some of these collected data points. 

Knowledge Sharing 

Managing information in Microsoft   SQL Server, querying it, working with it and GE 
Proficy was the primary responsibility. I wrote a set of extensive documents with the 
intent of helping others better understand Microsoft   SQL Server (from a high-level view), 
operate it, and perform a streamlined operational recovery process in terms of restoring 
backups. I also did an in-depth analysis and design document that presented the details 
for migrating reports from an unsupported version of a platform to new platform. I wrote 
the document in a technology agnostic way as the destination technology was unknown at 
the time. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_SQL_Server
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Best Buy (2 years, 2013) 

Part-time

Hardware And Networks 

Encountered diverse models of computer hardware and have learned very precise 
relationships between computer hardware technology and various categories of practical 
application. Inspect all computer hardware on display at a superficial level on a weekly 
basis. Dive into a certain level of granularity on certain models of computers on a weekly 
basis. Observe which specific models of computers have the least issues and which 
require more support effort. Occasionally see older computers brought in by customers 
and make preliminary diagnosis and recommendations to streamline their engagement 
with Geek Squad services. 

Until Q3, 2015, networking was part of the Computers Dept. During the time prior, I 
conducted a general analysis of residential and some commercial situations to provide an 
approximate estimate of the routing, network solution that will best meet a customer's 
needs. Explain routing technology in layman's terms. Attempt to match a connectivity 
solution to a person's physical area of activity, concurrent connection activity, and type 
and quantity of content they need to support. 

Customer Service, Attention To Detail, Communication, Teamwork 

Be the customer, treat others as I would want to be treated (professionally, courteously, 
and the truth about things), and solve problems rather than sell things. When a customer 
has an issue, make that the sole priority to resolve that issue. Strive to be extremely 
thorough but concise and simplify things without inaccuracy. Try to understand every 
detail of a customer's purpose for technology to make sure the right solution is identified. 
Gather the assistance of other personnel to make sure the customer gets complete service 
when necessary. That is basically what I do. 

Operations efforts include taking hundreds of products in their packaging (small plastic 
cases to large weight boxes) each day assigned to work and line everything up in neat 
rows and columns to strive towards a clean and orderly appearance as time permits. 
Tracking sales numbers, promotions, new releases, and expanding knowledge of other 
areas like home entertainment, mobile phone activation, car audio recommendations, and 
appliances. Assist the warehouse team unload plastic totes containing product and unload 
pallets stacked with boxed product placing product in top areas, shelves, and protruding 
hooks. Identify missing or outdated price labels, print new labels, clean floors and tables, 
empty wastebaskets, refill point of sale stations with new stacks of gift cards, 
membership cards, credit card applications and address the general cleanliness of such 
areas and product display areas. Check product inventory counts, count product, place 
orders, verify pricing, conduct price matching, and research product availability. Execute 
transaction processing policy and augment customer service desk execution as needed. 



Leadership, Mentoring, Coaching 

Try to be an example of near perfect professionalism and accuracy to cultivate that as a 
cultural value in the workplace. Ask others to assist with work and foster an appreciation 
of customer free choice and employee self-motivation. 
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